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City of One
Drawing, hand-stamped and signed, offset printed
multiple booklet. 9.5” h x 4.5” w (closed), 18” h x 24” w
(open)

Pocket Desire Map
Drawing, offset printed multiple booklet. 6” h x 3.75” w
(closed), 6” h x 18” w (open)
Statement
I refer to my drawings as maps, as they are attempts
to define a place on paper. The places I am depicting
exist within the fluid and mysterious regions of the
mind. I use certain conventions of cartography and, in
some cases, information transposed from actual city
maps. The drawings evolve through a labor-intensive
layering of minute details rendered in stippled ink
dots, watercolor washes, graphite and other dry media,
ink stamping from self-designed rubber stamps, and
collaged elements.
These pocket maps are from two series of offset printed
booklets. I wanted to mimic old-fashioned travel maps,
the ones that have become obsolete with the emergence
of GPS and Google Maps. They also remind me of
treasure maps, or the distorted topography of antique
maps created before there were accurate ways to
measure long distances. I like the idea of an object you
can hold in your hand that promises to show you the
way. In this case, the way is inward.

“City of One map is a darkly
humorous commentary on
our attempts to create our
own personal
utopias.”
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